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President’s Annual Report
2009-10 Season
Senior Cricket

Ellerslie Cricket had 277.5 players in the Senior Grades this season, making us the 4th largest Senior club in
Auckland.
The 2009-10 season saw the completion of the 4 year merger of the Premier and Premier Reserve Men’s teams
with the University Cricket Club. The Premier team maintained its 6th place in the 2 day competition and improved
on its Limited Over’s placing moving from 10th in 2009/10 to 5th this season. The teams Twenty20 result was
however disappointing. The Premier Reserve team weren’t able to repeat their results of the last two seasons, their
best result a 6th in the 2 day championship.
I’d like to thank both Kevin Williams and Brodie Wakefield, Ellerslie Cricket Club members, who coached these two
teams respectively this season. The merger hasn’t been all plain sailing and these two coaches have done a good
job in bringing players from two clubs together and achieving the results they have over the four year period.
Our other two day teams had promising results moving into a redefined Premier competition next year, they were:
Senior A had a mixed season ending a credible 4th in the grade;
Senior C1 failed to back up on their 2nd place for the last two years and finished a disappointing 5th overall;
The Senior C2 team was the standout performers who won the 2 day championship and placed 2nd overall.
This team contained many players who were still eligible for the U18 grade and others in their first year of
men’s cricket. Placing where they did is a great result and builds to the depth that the club is developing.
The North East Women’s Premier team moved into their 3rd year under this banner and continued to deliver
outstanding results. The team coached by Anthony Bowler and captained by Victoria Lind had an influx of younger
players this season who contributed strongly to the teams performances. The team comprised of 6-7 Ellerslie
players had their best season to date winning the Prichard Cup, Twenty20 competition, coming 2 nd in the Pearl
Dawson trophy and winning the overall Premier Championship.
Our 1 day and Twenty20 teams all performed well in their respective grades yet alas none of them could come
away with grade titles.
The club continued to run its Twilight competition, this year with the inclusion of a Champions League played
between the winners of all the clubs respective competitions. Local company DHL were strong enough to win the
pre and post Christmas competitions, seeing them advance to the Champions League to represent Ellerslie. The
triple title win was however beyond their reach as the Cornwall Red Bull team won the inaugural champions league
title.
Junior Cricket

Junior numbers provide the base for any club and it is encouraging to see these growing at Ellerslie. Midget and
Year 1-4, were the big movers increasing from 72 in 2008/09 to 91 children this season. Overall junior numbers
were up 19 from last season. Although this growth is small it is positive to see that we can grow even though we’re
stuck between 3 of the largest junior clubs in Auckland.
Our Year 6 to U15 teams again competed in the Auckland wide competition, the Cricket Express Junior Leagues.
Two of our teams had successful seasons winning their respective grades, they were:
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Year 6B Harris Road Pharmacy coached by Nathan Benefield
U14B NRG coached by Neil Gray
To win these grades is a tremendous achievement and the players and coaches of these teams must be
congratulated for the hard work they put in over the season.
Representatives
The club has had a very successful representative season exceeding our Senior KPI set by Auckland Cricket. This
season saw Ellerslie Cricket have two of its Premier Women represent the White Ferns, a first since 1985 and its
first Auckland Aces player since 1993. Congratulations to:
Victoria Lind - NZ White Fern and Auckland Hearts (captain)
Saskia Bullen - NZ White Fern and Auckland Hearts
Dean Bartlett - Auckland Aces and Auckland A
Elfriede Komp - Auckland Hearts
Pam Yates - Auckland Women’s Development team (captain)
Anthony Bowler - Auckland U15 Girls Coach
Neil Gray - Auckland Primary Schools Boys White Coach
The club also had a strong representation in the Central District teams. Congratulations to:
Joshua Anthony - Central U17A (captain)
Adam Flathaug - Central U17B
Rakesh Patel - Central U15A
Ronash Jattan - Central U15B
Conrad Benefield - Central U14A
Adam Khan - Central U14B
Anubhav Thapa - Central U14B
Neil Gray- Central U15A Coach
The Club

There have been numerous people within Ellerslie Cricket that have worked tirelessly behind the scenes to ensure
that the club runs smoothly. The experience and motivation that these people have put into the club is invaluable
and without them the club wouldn’t be in such a strong position as it is now. I extend my thanks to all those that
have volunteered their time to the club this season, in particular the Board who consisted of:
Brynley Goodger – Chairman
David Caird – Junior Chairman and Website
Kris Baker – Player Representative
Jeff Scott – Funding Liaison Officer
Jason Trowill – Club Captain
I would also like to thank Neil Gray, Club Development Manager, for the work he has put in over the season to help
the club reach its KPIs and qualify for Premier Status in 2010/11. The clubs has grown in size by 40.3% this season,
the largest growth shown by all clubs throughout Auckland. Club numbers now sit at 569.5 players, the largest
they’ve been in years. Qualifying for Premier status means that Ellerslie Cricket will have a standalone team in the
Premier Grade for the first time in years and will still qualify for the Club is the Hub funding from Auckland Cricket.
This season the club exceeded its 25+ active coaches and 15 trained coaches, putting 38 coaches through an ACA
coaching course and having 48 active coaches in the club. This puts the club in a strong position going forward for
all our teams.
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This season President’s player Pat Holloway unfortunately passed away. Pat had been an active member of the
Ellerslie Cricket Club for years and was a well known face in the President’s team. The club passes on their
condolences to his family. Pat’s memory will live on in our hearts.
The club is continuing to work with the council to ensure that we get the most out of the Michaels Ave
redevelopment. With the Super city not far away no date is set for major redevelopments as of yet. You would have
noticed that the council owned nets were refurbished at the start of the season making them safer and more
practical to use. The changing rooms also went through a makeover getting a fresh coat of paint and a complete
tidy up. There are plans in the near future for the council to contribute funds to tidying up the clubrooms to ensure
they are more appealing to our members.
Sponsorship and Funding for any club is vital to help clubs survive financially. The club has received considerably
less funding this year from the gaming trusts which has put pressure on the clubs bank account and our operating
budget going into next season. Cock n Bull Ellerslie continues to be the major sponsor of the club. We thank them
for their continuous support. Thanks must also go to all the other smaller sponsors who contribute in supporting
our individual junior teams.
Anthony Bowler
President
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University/Ellerslie Premier Team
Kindly Sponsored by Cock & Bull
Coached by Kevin Williams
th

The 2009/2010 Season for the Cock & Bull Uni/Ellerslie Premier side was something of a mixed bag. We came 12 in the
st
Twenty20 Competition in October. We then were 1 = in our pool of the 1 Day Competition, before losing both our
th
quarterfinals. Finally, we finished 6 in the Hedley Howarth Two Day Competition.
To be fair, on reflection we underperformed when you consider the talented players that the combined side has available.
Overall it was our batting that let us down on occasion, while our bowling throughout the season was of high quality, and one
of the best attacks in Auckland.
It was brilliant to see Dean Bartlett push on and represent Auckland at both A and Aces level, making his first class debut
versus Northern Districts at Whangarei in March and performing well. Richard Sherlock in his first season playing in Auckland
impressed enough to also represent Auckland a both A and Aces levels, taking 7/133 in the last match of the season versus
Canterbury at Colin Maiden Park. Matt Selby also deservedly represented Auckland at the U19 National Tournament played in
Auckland in December.
In this report I will focus on some of the standout performances of the season which paint a good picture of how our season
played out.
Thareeb is one of the characters of the side, a guy who is always keen to be involved in the game. So keen, that when fielding
at square leg T is known for striking up plenty of conversation with the umpires to keep himself occupied. In our first two day
match versus Eden Roskill at Colin Maiden Park, Thareeb in the space of one spell tore through their batting order taking 6-18
as we bundled Roskill out for 116. It was a critical spell as it set us up for first innings points, though that was not without some
discomfort as a top order batting collapsed left it to a great team player Stephen Venville to see us through with 81. Thareeb
may be homeward bound to Sri Lanka, and if so he will be missed as evidenced by him being our highest player in the ACA
Cricketer of the Year points.
Matt Selby was quite clearly our “find” for the season. He came to us from St Kentigern’s with a good reputation and a very
keen attitude. He performed consistently throughout with both bat and ball, but his day in the sun was when he took 6-19
versus Waitakere at Colin Maiden Park – it was match we came agonisingly close to winning outright. We won the toss and
chose to bat on E-Block which is known for breaking up later in the day; Matt and Konrad were our two main contributors with
Matt scoring his maiden premier club half century as we reached 235/9. On the second day Matt’s patient off spin provided
the pressure we bundled Waitakere out for 112.
In the same match, Bruce Gibb came out firing in the Waitakere second innings taking 6-26. The captain was well pleased,
when asking the opposition to follow-on on what was a hot afternoon, as Bruce stood up and knocked over 6 of their batsmen,
th
who included two Aces players. Ultimately, we couldn’t quite grab that 10 wicket which would have forced a satisfying
outright but the points were critical in us making the top six competition.
Konrad Kurta made a defiant 101 in March versus Takapuna who were the eventual championship winners. On this particular
day Konrad nearly didn’t make the match at all, as at 9.45am he turned up at Michael’s Ave not realising we had been
transferred off the ground! A few frantic phone calls later (Kevin shaking his head) and Konrad made his way to Onewa Domain
in time to find out we were batting first. Typical of his clear headed approach, Konrad simply took the attack from the start to
competition leaders Takapuna, it was a knock of real quality and a good one for youngsters Matt Wall, Matt Selby, Matt
Newman and Maxi Ofner to view, who were all playing that match.
Dean Bartlett bowled exceptionally well all season. It didn’t matter the game situation, Dean was always keen to take the ball
and did himself justice. He timed his best form well, taking 6-67 versus Cornwall (and 9 wickets for the match) in mid-February
which would have assisted his selection for the Auckland Aces. We were defending a very poor first innings of 109 that day at
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Cornwall Park, but Dean bowled with aggression and accuracy and at one point gave us hope that we could pull off a
remarkable victory – he also bowled unchanged from one end for 16 over’s, great fitness Deano! He then backed up his first
innings 6 wicket haul with a further 3 in the second innings, where he was very unlucky not to pick up more as the Cornwall
batsmen played and missed repeatedly.
Shaun Smith is a batsman with precocious talent, and it was his ability to score freely which won us our first outright victory
versus Howick Pakuranga at Michael’s Ave Reserve. Chasing 297 in the first innings, Shaun was the mainstay of our innings
looking at ease collecting 56 as we frustratingly could not bat around him and were dismissed for 197. In the second innings,
Howick Pak fancied their chances setting us 196 in 38 overs; however Shaun exacted revenge on his former club leading us
home with a very entertaining 57 together with Stephen Venville who also scored 57. It was our first outright two day victory
for a while and our first winning points in the championship round.
Marc Carmody was our wicket keeper, middle order batsmen and probably the player with the driest wit in the team. Marc
could be relied upon for dead-pan classic comment when you least expected it, for instance at Takapuna Marc gave Shaun
Smith and I odds of $500-1 on King scoring a century. Marc had an exceptional year with the gloves, and the amount of wickets
taken by our pace bowlers (Bartlett, Gibb and Thareeb) is in part due to his safe hands. However, he scored two knocks which
were full of character. The first was in our one day match versus Waitakere, Marc is a betting man and in that game we were
rank outsiders from the off given our Twenty20 form, and then at 130-7 chasing 267 most U/E punters would have been
looking at that nights NPC to recoup their loss. However, Marc (64no) and Stephen Venville (56no) put on an unbeaten 130 run
partnership which won us our first match of the season (phew!). The second knock was in our dead-rubber final match versus
Eden Roskill, where on a difficult wicket Marc stood up for the team scoring 81 and giving our total some respectability.
Kevin Williams deserves thanks for coaching the side and devoting much of his time to the team running smoothly. Also, thanks
to Peter Smith who co-coached the side. Frank Lancaster once again scored for the side and was a source of quiet advice which
I appreciated. Club Managers Neil Gray and Richard Walker, did a great deal of work behind the scenes for the Premier side
which was valued. Lastly, Rachael Baker was the team physio and a highly popular Pilates instructor.
Finally, thank you to all the players who played for the side during the season, I appreciated the commitment and effort.
James Boyle, May 2010
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University/Ellerslie Premier Reserve Team
Kindly Sponsored by Champs Sport
Coached by Brodie Wakefield
20/20 COMPETITION
The 20/20 games proved to be a warm-up for the upcoming 50 over games. Our first game was against Waitakere. We got off to a bad start
chasing Waitakere 169/6 and we were never in the hunt. We got rolled for 62, which was very embarrassing. We then played Cornwall
batting first we scored 180/4 with some big hitting from Nick Williams and Tom McLaughlan. We contained Cornwall to 173 off their 20
overs, resulting in our first win. The following weekend was rained off and that meant we had to win our final game and hope that other
results went our way. With five first team players absent we struggled and were bowled out for 105, which Parnell won by nine wickets. This
resulted in us playing for 11th and 12th position, which also got rained out.
We played three games of 20/20, losing two and winning one. One of our biggest problems of the year was player eligibility and that would
later prove to be a major problem in the season. From the eleven I started with at the start of the year only five remained. Nick Williams
scored 600 runs last year and Tom McLaughlan 700 runs last season, but played only a handful of games this year.

1-DAY COMPETITION
The 50 over games began on artificials. We played Waitakere, a side that had crushed us in the 20/20 game by 100 runs. I was a bit nervous
about this game as to how my team would perform. We had a very young bowling line up with school boy Warren Barnes leading our attack.
He bowled with great venom and picked up three key wickets and with Maxi Ofner cleaning up the tail we found ourselves chasing 180.
Richard Skelton was the stand out player scoring 66 not out, to lead us to our first win. The players had started turning a corner and the team
was finally working together as a ‘team’. We finished in the top six, winning three and losing two, finishing fourth overall. We played
Birkenhead in the quarter-final of the knock out stage. We chose to bowl first and with some good bowling from Brad Cates and Chris
Dineen, had them all out for 217 runs. We got off to the worst possible start losing 3 wickets in the first ten overs that were bowled. Chris
Dineen and I put on 100 runs before we both got out with 20 overs left. We lost wickets at crucial moments and found ourselves all out for
203. That was the end of the road for the 1-day competition, but it was still a good result and I was proud of our boys.
It was a tough first half of the season, utilising 29 players by the end of December. Every week there would be 5 new faces in my team.
There were all kinds of reasons, but the main problem was we had no continuity and it never felt like a team. Although we had a rough start
to the season we still managed to pull off an outright win against Howick to keep our 2 day top six chances alive.

2-DAY COMPETITION
My team’s goals for the 2-day competition were to score four centuries in the season or more; bowlers to take over 30 wickets; and 4
batsmen to score over 500 runs.
We started the 2-day competition with a first innings loss against Birkenhead and a drawn game through (due to rain) against Papatoetoe.
We then beat Howick outright with Chris Dineen and Bruce Gibb picking up 6 wicket bags. This was the first and last time we had a fully fit
bowling line up. In round robin play we won one outright, one on first innings and lost two on first innings and a draw. This was enough to
put the team into the major 2-day championship.
We started well in the top six beating Parnell on first innings, but with both Chris and Tim Dineen suffering injuries we had to rely on Brad
Cates and others to do the bulk of the bowling. Our team was looking like Dad’s Army rather than a cricket team. Playing in the top six
without a full strength bowling line up from week to week took its toll with more players pulling out before the season had finished. The
most disappointing factor was our batting, with only one player scoring over 500 runs for the season. Last year we had six players score 500
or more. Stand out performers were Tim Dineen who scored 573 runs and took 30 wickets and Brad Cates who scored 321 runs and 36
wickets. Chris Dineen also took 30 wickets.
In summary, we won two games in the 2-day competition on first innings; we won 1 game outright; lost four games on first innings and a
draw. It has been a tough season overall with too many injuries and not enough mental toughness from my players.

Brodie Wakefield
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Senior A
Kindly sponsored by Cock & Bull
Captained by Jacinth Gutla
2009/10 started off really well with Ellerslie being 2nd on the table halfway through the season. Some key performances by
Matthew Wall (57, 79, 81) Jacinth Gutla ( 86*, 51*, 66*), Kailesh Patel (60, 40, 2/25, 6/41, 3/28, 3/31) saw them reach that
position. Other notable performances were Nick Williams (52), Andrew Licence (46, 69), Bruce Gibb (3/17, 84), Matthew
Newman (3/64, 43), Milan Jasarevic (40), Matthew Cowie (4/39, 3/60) and Matthew Scott (47).
The second half of the season wasn’t as good as the first half. Playing green garden tracks at Walker Park for most of the
season didn’t help batsmen’s confidence but batsmen were always good enough to learn from previous mistakes and the
experience gained. Whenever players were required, they were needed to come from 2 teams below as most of the team
straight below chose to be social/closed unit and were not willing to come up if required. Some players had also quit before
half way through the season further weakening the side. However, there were still some performances that kept the team in
the top half of the table. Notable performances were Marty Perry (60), Kasun Dahanayake (40, 42, 3/42, 5/40), Matthew Scott
(3/31), Matthew Cowie (5/45), Adam Flathaug (5/48), Shashank Kumar (5/82), Jacinth Gutla (68, 38, 4/50) and Kailesh Patel
(40, 50). Avi Singh has also played a good hand in partnering Matthew Wall (79, 57) up the order, putting in some of the best
opening stands of the season and letting Matthew play his game.
Ellerslie ended up 4th in senior A – not a true reflection of where they deserve to be but definitely better than where they
could have been: mainly due to unavailability of players, the quality of wickets, lack of players coming through from lower
grades when required. All the above, that has to be dealt with in the new season for improvement of the club as a whole in
terms of strength and development.
2009/10 was a successful season in terms of some young players coming through – all of which is a positive sign of things to
come and players to watch out for in the following seasons.
Bruce Gibb who was a regular in Senior A, went up to Premier grade and became a regular member in their side. He
went on to win the Mr Cricket. He also won the most wickets award.
Matthew Newman – a new comer to the club won the most promising fast bowler award and also won the best
bowling average award. He went on to play in the premier side in the last few games and showed a lot of maturity and
potential.
Matthew Wall, who almost after single handily winning games for Senior A, went on to play premier cricket in the last
few games. Rumour also has it that he got off the mark in premier cricket with a 6.
Kailesh Patel went on to win the player of the year award for Senior A with consistent performances with the bat and
ball. He also went on to premier reserves during the last half of the season as a reward for his performances.
Kasun Dahanayake was the most improved player of the year. Last season he was just getting a game or two but this
season he has been a regular in Senior A and has performed in desperate times, both with bat and ball.
Thanks to
Sam Corney for donning the gloves midway through the season and showing a lot of character and commitment.
Jason Malopito for jumping in during the latter half of the season and also taking up the keeping duties gladly when
required, even though he hasn’t kept before. Also thanks to the Mrs for the lovely cooking for the boys!
Rohan Dawson, Jasjeet Singh and Jagmeet Singh (nicknamed after the Bollywood hit, the 3 idiots) for bringing in the
humour to the team.
Cameron Molloy for stepping up to the challenge in Senior A when we required players and doing whatever the
captain required at different stages. (Sadly, he had to leave early in the last game to go to Lady Gaga Concert. True
story)
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Milan Jasarevic, Matthew Wall, Jason Malopito and Matthew Scott for their valuable input and help throughout the
season.
Thanks to Neil Gray, for sorting out issues and players whenever we required them.
And lastly, a very big thank you to Senior A manager, Nigel Wall for his input in selections, support in team/player issues,
captaincy and support from the sidelines every Saturday.

Jacinth Gutla (09/10)
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Senior C
Kindly sponsored Cock & Bull
Captained by Neil Gray
The Senior C season was like the famous phrase the Good ( the thrilling 7 run first innings win over Takapuna), the bad
(Outright innings losses to University and bogey side Eden Roskill) and the downright ridiculous (an all run five on walker park 3
as Benji looked for the ball which was about 15 metres behind him).
Anyway let’s start from the beginning and our very first group game against Hibiscus Coast on the "cosy" Michaels Ave No 3
ground. Led by 98 from Jared Taylor and a spectacular 97 * from Joe Barnes the team rattled up an incredible score in the mid
300's. Let’s not forget in this Rob Kidd missed hundred no 1 of the season with a cheeky wee 53 at the top of the order.
This was always going to be too much for the men from over the shore and as new Captain Neil Gray informed them we had
been "bumming them all day long" with Andrew Scott starting off the season with a five wicket haul for 32 runs and the
Horsies off the mark with a 200+ run victory.
Up next was a jaunt down the motorway to Papatoetoe, we weren't there long...... 90 minutes to be exact. The home team
bundled out for 34 in only 16.3 overs with A Scott grabbing another 4 wicket bag to continue his red hot start to the season
and Rag and Joe Barnes knocking the required runs off in only 5.2 overs. Job Done. 2-0.
Our next game and we were back home at the Ave although this time on the more spacious surroundings of the Number 2
against some more visitors from over the Bridge, Takapuna. After losing the toss and being forced to bowl Ellerslie stuck at the
task well despite missing both opening bowlers for this game. Only Taka's number five put up any resistance with a boundary
laden 68 and debutant Ryan Wall became the first name on the honours board for the season with a hardworking 6-48 (5 of
them bowleds). With only 201 to reach to win and Rob Kidd freshly arrived despite his car's engine still not behaving itself the
team were confident but with nobody getting scores over 30 and too many batsmen getting out to rash shots we fell short by
61 runs and tasted defeat for the first time this season.
Looking to bounce back the boys were once again on the road this time to the sunny climes of Mangere Pukepuke! With
perennial pressure cooker skipper Neil Gray rapidly losing the plot at the lackadaisical attitude of the opposition and the fact
they only had 5 people there at the scheduled start time he forced a toss but sods law they won and batted. So the game
started with their 2 batsmen, 2 umpires and 1 scorer all involved. Early wickets were key. They didn't come. Mangere made it
through to the first drinks break 58-0 and by then the rest of their team had crawled out the woodwork.
The drinks break was just the catalyst the team needed and from then on they took regular wickets managing to dismiss
Mangere for 212. This was eminently gettable with a short offside boundary and rapid outfield. Those conditions were perfect
for the C's answer to Virender Sehwag as Raghavan Thatta under the watchful eye of his mentor Jeff Scott went out and
carved/slogged/mullered his way to 71, ably supported by Sanjeev with 32 , Manoj Patel with 23 and finished off by Ryan Wall
with 23 *, the boys were back to winning ways.
Back home for our next mission versus Grafton on the now tiny number 3 wicket and another lost toss for the skipper meant
more chasing leather first up. The Grafton boys eyeing the short boundary and knowing that Ellerslie had scored a plus 300
score on this wicket less than a month ago went right for it from ball 1. Nobody felt the pinch more than Rob Kidd who had
bowled six tight overs for 32 before he ran into Anu at number 6 for Grafton, 6 balls later he was on 32 and Rob was off nursing
his wounds. Thankfully the slog fest meant wickets were constantly falling and Andrew Scott was again the main weapon with
4-50 as Grafton were eventually dismissed for 273.
Confident with home knowledge and previous experience on the wicket Ellerslie went about their task without breaking much
of a sweat. Rob Kidd threw away hundred number 2 of the season with 77, Sanjeev continued his renaissance with 57 and
Chee Phua smashed us to victory finishing the game on 48* with the last 5 scoring shots being 4,6,6,1,6. This victory ensured
qualification for the championship round but up next was a poignant day.
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The 28th of November should have been a date forever etched in the history of Ellerslie Senior C but for reasons to be revealed
later on perhaps there will be more days to come. Anyway the game versus Sri Lanka doubled not only as our final group stage
game but also the Rob Kidd Invitational game. The icon of the C team for the last 4 years was moving down to Hamilton to
continue his burgeoning Journalistic career and we bade him off with beers and specially made t-shirts. Unfortunately it was
not to be with a win. The team limped to 136 all out, the star man only getting 4 and the only bright spark being Dom Golics
with 41. In reply Sri Lanka with ex Ellerslie player Elmo in their ranks made their way casually home to win by 6 wickets. Rob
Kidd left us, safe in the knowledge we had made the top 8 but what lay in wait for both us and him???
Our first game of the top 8, our 1 and only one dayer in this part of the competition was rained off against Howick Pakuranga
so we started the top 8 against old enemy University on the hallowed turf of the Michaels Ave no 1. Another lost toss meant
more fielding first for the boys and with a couple of debutants in the team it was a nervy start and a couple of catches were put
down early and the seamers were made to pay on a wicket that was playing quite low and slow as Uni put on 128 for the first
wicket. The breakthrough came when new addition to the team Cameron Molloy and skipper Neil Gray began bowling in
tandem and from 169-1 they managed to run through the Uni team in a 25 over spell with Gray becoming the second C1 player
on the board this year with a maiden 6 for and Molloy picking up 4 on debut. Satisfied with the job done after a dismal start
the Ellerslie boys looked to batten down the hatches for the 15 overs left in the day and chip away at the 284 run total.
Best laid plans though as they say so often go awry and these went haywire. With only two batsmen getting into double figures
the team was bundled out for 46 and the first real bad day of the season was in the books for C1. Made to follow on we didn't
get off to a much better start being reduced to 23-3 in the second innings before 2 innings of real class almost dragged us out
of the s**t. Sanjeev Karan scored a 90 which was, until struggling with cramp he was caught, totally chanceless and a cavalier
50 from Tim Phua restored some respectability to the total but when these two fell only a gritty 20 from Nik Fong was
produced and the team went down to a comprehensive innings and 28 run loss.
Looking to bounce back from the demoralizing batting performance, skipper Gray did the only thing he could do.
1.
2.
3.

Get the boys back at the Ave on the Astroturf of no 2.
Win a toss
Elect to bat.

Amazingly he pulled all three things off but the malaise continued at least for the first innings versus Takapuna................
With 4 batsmen getting into the late 20's but none making it into the 30's it was again a case of what could have been in the
first innings with the team being dismissed for a disappointing 198. It got worse when by the close of play Takapuna were 132
for 3 only needing 67 more to win first innings. This though was to be the bright spot of the C's season.
With only ten men to start with on the second day Gray and Molloy went to work. Gray got the dangerous opener for 76 in the
first over of the day and the boys dared to believe. He followed it up with another wicket. Dare to dream? Next Molloy bowled
a batsman round his legs and one decided to take a single to the Panther Koran at cover! Direct hit run out! From 132-3 to 1867 in the blink of an eye!
The pressure was on 3 wickets needed to 13 runs. Their no9 desperate to get off strike drops one at his feet and sets off but
confusion reigns two batsmen end up in the middle and a direct hit from Joe Barnes at point means it is 190-8 ! Takapuna take
a hastily demanded drinks break and Ellerslie huddle welcoming eleventh fielder Andrew Berg to the team. This extra man was
to prove crucial.
First ball after drinks and Gray finishes his over clean bowling the number 10 for a bagel! 1 wicket or 8 runs and Legspinner
Cameron Molloy with the ball in his hands. First two balls sensibly manoeuvred for singles by the 8 and 11 but now was the
time for magic. The number 8 on strike, only 7 runs needed to win....... cue dramatic music........ For some reason he took it
upon himself to have a massive heave and hit it straight up in the air against the spin, 9 heads turn to watch the ball falling
between mid off and cover. Adam Lees (mid off) looks at Sanjeev (cover), he looks back at Addy. They both go forward. They
both go back. Finally and with all the grace of an Olympic Gymnast Adam Lees throws himself full length and clings on to a
catch before being buried under a joyous group of senior C1 players!
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With first innings points secured the rest of the day was devoted to batting and a sign of what was to come in future weeks,
the Neil Bisman show. An immaculate knock of 127 from the young wicketkeeper-batsman meant Ellerslie finished day two
comfortably on 191-6 and still celebrating the earlier fielding heroics.
Buoyed by their first victory in the Championship round the team made the short journey back to Papatoetoe to take on their
better C1 team on a wicket that once again suited the batsmen! You know what that means Avid reader.... Yup Neil lost the
toss and yup we were fielding again!
Papatoetoe made quick work of amassing a sizeable total in their 60 overs with their no 3 scoring a 126 which it is safe to say
was probably the innings of the season against the C1's. The rest of the Papatoetoe side supported him and Ellerslie relied on
the invigorated leg spin of Sanjeev to winkle out the wickets with Karan finishing with 5-41 and Papatoetoe on 308/9.
Confident that they could build on the good batting performance of the previous week Ellerslie started off positively with
Cameron Molloy 30 and debutant Matt Considine 55. Over night the team were three down for 100 and feeling confident with
red hot Neil Bisman at the crease. This faith was well justified as Bisman rattled off a back to back hundred (119) but
unfortunately when his wicket fell at 246-7 there was still a lot of work to be done. Guru Sohki was the man we all thought
would get us home with a 45 containing two huge maximums but he was dismissed as the tenth wicket with the team a
heartbreaking 7 runs short of first innings. Such a change from last week.
Eager to push for an outright result to put pressure on leaders University, P-toe went out to bat again and slogged their way to
a quick 178-9 declared, the leg spin of Cameron Molloy the main wicket taker in this innings with 5-37 including finally getting
his quicker ball right. Special mention also has to go to Neil Bisman who finished this match with 8 dismissals of various kinds
behind the stumps. With only 10 overs left to bat Ellerslie went out to score as many runs as possible and finished the day on
71 - 4, Guru continuing his good form with 30*
Back to the Ave for our final home game of the season and the least said about the farcical side that is Hibiscus Coast senior C1
the better. They turn up with 7 one week and then say they can’t be bothered the next week. Anyway, outright points were
given to Ellerslie and Jared Taylor 80 and Jagmeet Singh 60 at least got some decent batting practice out of the game.
So penultimate game and it is against the Roks at Walker Park. The team from Kingsland has always been the bogey team for
the Michaels Ave boys and today was to prove no different. On the back of two horrible looking half centuries Roskill got 231/9
in their first innings with Andrew Scott 4-62 back in the wickets and Karan continuing his good form with 3-47. This though was
to be the end of Ellerslie's good batting form and the team returned to the form we saw back in December against University
and capitulated for a dismal 43 with Karan getting the only score in double figures with 20. Again following on the team dug a
bit deeper and a returning Rob Kidd, newly back on the mingling scene threw away hundred no 3 for the year with 53 as well
as managing to run Phua out, surely not Phuas fault though ;) Anyway end result was to be expected and as I said above the
bad old days of an innings and 28 run loss.
So the season ended where so many things have fizzled and burned out, that’s right Glover Park and the opponents those
pesky Sri Lankans.
Another Astroturf massive total expected of course meant another damp squib of a batting innings. Rob Kidd made it lucky
missed opportunity number 4 with 49 and Neil Bisman joined him with 45. Nobody else really bothered the scorers ink much
and the team was dismissed for 171. Sri Lanka's reply spluttered and fizzed its way along on the back of 100 from Nipuna and
support innings from the batsmen around him. Key moments in their innings included a catch by Rob Kidd that ranked second
only to Adam Lees's effort in its awesomeness as he managed to catch a ball with his hand bent backwards as he fell to the
ground. This was Neil G's second wicket and on the morning of day 2 when the Sri Lankans had already reached the first
innings total he decided to bust out his "leg spin" and bought his way to his second 6 for of the season and dismissed the
Lankans for 284 a lead of 113.
The second innings followed a similar trend to the first one and indeed most of the season for Ellerslie, missed opportunities. 3
scores of 40 from Joe Barnes, Rag and Bisman but no fifties meant another below par score of 200 all out and Sri Lanka
knocked it off easily 4 wickets down with A Scott finishing the season with 3 of those.
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That brought the curtain down on a season as this reporter said of highs and lows, humour and anger, passion and
disappointment. The team ended up finishing 5th in the C1 grade out of 16 teams and left many wondering what could have
been with a bit more luck and batting temperament.
Most importantly though it was all great fun and long may the legends of the C1's continue to grow.
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Women’s 1st Grade
Kindly sponsored by Cock & Bull
Captained by Liz Stephens
Unfortunately in the 2009-10 Season the ladies first grade team were unable to defend their T20 and One Day titles, coming second in both
competitions to South East. That aside the season was a success in that the squad grew in numbers with Natasha, Leonie and Kirsten joining
the side as well as some noticeable performances by some of the team.
Amber Battock had her second season in a row with solid batting and bowling. Amber’s best performance was 98, falling two short of her
maiden century in a 223 run opening partnership with Liz Stephens at our own Michael’s Ave on the hallowed Number One. Amber’s
fantastic and consistent batting throughout the season was rewarded at the Ellerslie prize giving with her taking out the aggregate and
average runs trophies for the one day competitions.
th

That game on the Number One on 20 February was also noteworthy for two other players in the side, as well as the largest margin win for
the team in the season (207 run win). Liz Stephens achieved her second century ever with 123 not out, and Emma Dacre not only got her
best ever bowling figures of 6 for 26, where every wicket was bowled, but it also included her first hat trick.

Anna Orpin bowled superbly this season taking the most wickets by a bowler for the side. Anna also got her personal best figures of 5 for 45
against Grafton at Victoria Park.
th

Natasha Pereira joined Ellerslie after Christmas. After warming up with a short run up in her few games, Natasha steamed in on February 6
and got match winning figures of 6 for 32. Natasha continued the season bowling a tight line and length and was rewarded with the Ellerslie
Club bowling average trophy for one day competitions.
Teuwi Marurai continued on from last year and continued her magic at various times through the season whether it is with the bat (highest
score of 84 off not that many balls) or with the ball (5 for 24 including taking the last 4 wickets of the innings off 9 balls). Thanks Teuwi for
being a part of Ellerslie for the last few years and we look forward to meeting you next season when we take on Mangere.

And a very special thanks to Susan McKegg. She’s played for Ellerslie forever and has now decided to call it a day. Susan has been the reliable
opening bowler for many a season. She’s that fielder “under the helmet” taking sharp catches, and has been our team spirit both on the field
with those one liners or in the bar at the club after the game. Thank you so much Susan for your contribution over the years and we look
forward to seeing you on the side line next season supporting.
Performances and results like this can only come from a committed squad of players and a strong team spirit. Thanks to you all. It’s been a
great season.
Liz Stephens
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Senior C2
Kindly Sponsored by Cock & Bull
Captained by Nik Fong
This season was our first in the C2 grade and what an eventful one it was! Our team mainly consisted of last year’s U18 team which meant
that we were probably one of the youngest ones in the grade. We performed very well in the competition but yet again we were beaten to
second place by our nemesis Eden Roskill blue.
We started off our one day campaign very well, thumping Birkenhead in our opening match with Blake obtaining 5 wickets and Boberg
scoring 64 runs. Throughout the season we went through many ups and down with only 3 wins, 3 losses and 1 draw in the one day
competition which was later crucial in regards to the overall Championship. With an unsteady base for the championships we began to focus
on the two day competition in hope we can fight and tussle our way towards the big prize.
st

Our opening two day match started off with a blast against Birkenhead! Winning 1 innings and outright to give us the boost we all needed.
The match was intense and the whole team showed their true capabilities, scoring 404/7 declared with Ian Black, Nick Fong, Sam Corney
(skux) all passing the half centuries and Avi Singh scoring his first century of the season. The bowling in the game was also superb as we
bowled them out for 239 and 148 with the help with Nik Fong (7/59) who actually nearly got on the honours board twice.
Soon after our remarkable start we managed to be consistent throughout the competition with 3 outright wins and 2 losses. Many chances
were offered to us to take out the overall championship but we could not take advantage of all of them which resulted in us just missing out
and coming second on the table. Although this was disappointing we proudly took out the two day championship.
I am very happy on our efforts during the season but like every team there is still room for improvement. We lacked the consistency but
when we were on song, nothing could stop us. I hope for next season we can improve and keep up the consistency we desperately need, but
all in all a superb season. All thanks to all the players and support crew and look forward to seeing you all in 2010/2011 season!
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Presidents
Kindly sponsored by Cock & Bull
Captained by Vikram Khanna
Abstract
Cock ‘n’ Bull Ellerslie Presidents Cricket team started the season off with only a few full-time members including the new
additions in the form of Nalin Ariyawansa and David Woolford along with a well-wisher and part-timer Nick. Though we had
only two wins from last season, we never looked back from there and finished at No.3 with a win in the final game of the
season, having 50% success with 8 wins from a total of 16 games. Overall a very successful season and a memorable one for
ECC Presidents!

The Season
The season started with no real start and under the able guidance of skipper Vikram Khanna who was unanimously chosen to
lead our team for this season, we kicked off with a loss against Parnell Gold at Bloodworth Park followed by a BYE and again
losing to SL Senior Machaans at Edendale. By this time Vik had a chance to study the potential of the team and took on a firm
approach to deal with the rest of the games. The game against How-Pak Blue played at Ti-Ra-Kau park is still green in our
minds. Though we lost the game, Dave’s breezy 78 in that game is one to be remembered for ever.
We recorded our first win of the season playing Grafton United Gold (Third consecutive win against this team) at Glover park
which our beloved friend Late Pat Holloway witnessed for a few hours. Again a fiery batting display from Dave and a patient
innings from Vik saw us through. Following this our loosing curse followed us where we lost our next game to How-Pak
Maroon at Lloyd Elsmore 8A which was again a close game. Our second win was against North Shore at home. What a
dramatic game that was!!! A game where a target of 295 (highest in any grade for the season), set by ECC Presidents was too
much for the visitors. We won by 34 runs. The third win came in the form of “Default” as Grafton United Black did not have a
team to front. The fourth win (by 61 runs) of the season was recorded against Suburbs New Lynn.
Then followed another winning game (by 7 wkts) our fifth win and fourth in succession played against Auckland Cricket Society
which was again a great game. The last game of the first round played at Glover Park against Eden Roskill was a disaster in
which our previous lowest score (set about 6 years ago) was beaten by one run with a total score of 48.
The five wins off the 10 games placed us in the Top 6 pool with chance to eye for the title. We recorded our first win of the
Top 6 draw playing against North Shore at the beautiful Devonport Domain grass wicket. Intelligent bowling spells by JT, Nalin
and a on hat-trick spell by Dave followed by a patient knock by Vik saw us through and certainly it was
Gri……………n……………ding victory.
Having won the first game in the Top 6 draw, ECC Presidents were all set to take on the two How-Pak teams in the forthcoming
couple of weeks. Though we lost to both the How-Pak teams both were memorable ones; especially the blistering knock of 28
runs off 6 balls by Kabir (second only to NZ’s best set by B Macallum) against the Maroons. The Maroons were chasing the
target set by us and were at a point loosing 9 wickets, needing 50 runs to win off the last 6 overs. Shame we couldn’t pocket
that game. That last wicket cost us the title of the grade.
The fourth game played against Eden Roskill at Keith Hay Park saw us with our second win of the Top 6 draw. Catches taken by
Dave and Senthil N, a catch dropped by Senthil C and Dave’s a on hat-trick bowling spell are the highlights of that game. The
last of the Top 6 draw was played against Parnell Gold at home 2A. A game that ECC Presidents had no success gaining wickets
until the drinks break came on after 20 overs. A great BBQ organized by Dave fed us all at the end of the game.
With only two wins in the Top 6 draw ECC Presidents still finished at Top 4 and had the playoff game played against the same
th
team viz. Parnell Gold, this time at the grass wicket at Bloodworth Park. A day to remember. It was that day i.e. 27 March
2010, our beloved friend, well wisher and ex-skipper of ECC Presidents breathed his last at about 2am. In spite of losing his
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father, Deon who earlier agreed to play for us for the playoff game magnanimously accepted to carry on with his decision of
playing for us that day as he said “that is what my old man would have wanted”. A special thanks to you Deon. ECC Presidents
played the game for their mate and ended the season’s game with an emphatic win and ended up at No.3 in the Presidents
Grade for the year 2009-2010.

Conclusion
Starting the season off with a loss and ending with a win and getting placed at No.3, gave us all a morale boost which will stay
ever green in our heart and mind. We wish to place on record our deep sense of gratitude for all those who supported us
throughout the season. Special mention to Nick, Jega, Siva, Ray, Harley and Shohan who gave their time to us when we
needed their help. Having recorded a 50% success and managed to finish at No.3 made a lot of eyebrows raise at our
achievement. This wouldn’t have been possible but for the contribution of all the team members in all possible ways.
RIP Pat Holloway
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One Day 4B Slammin Squad
Kindly sponsored by Cock & Bull
Captained by Nathan Benefield
Towards the end of our rugby season ‘Nate bass’ came to us suggesting we form a cricket team and play out of the Ellerlie club, at first a few
of us where a bit uneasy about it because we where University through and through. But ‘Nate bass’ sold us on it being a social grade and it
would be a lot of fun with drinking, BBQing and socializing on the side line. Little did we know… Our first game was against Cornwall Goon
Squad it was a cracker of a day the sun was shining, the pitch was in immaculate condition down at the old domain and we had a full team
with a few supporters on the side line. The slamming squad was looking very sharp in there one day strip of black and yellow tee’s, but that
wasn’t the only thing that was sharp after losing the toss we got put into bat first thinking there was only 20 over’s we were all out in the
twentieth over for 187 that was due to Putt and Jimmy making it rain cricket balls all over the park. Cornwall Goon Squad thought they had it
in the bag little did they know we had a bowling attack that would rival the West Indies in there hay-day, with our opening attack we ripped
through the batting line up and thus setting us up for a good win by 31 runs.
Our next game was against Greenlane Lions who we knew very little about but it didn’t seem to matter because we were on a high from our
early success, so we got there early set up the couches and got the chill bins out. We won the toss so we put them into bat where our
opening bowlers didn’t have the same success as last week so one of the opening bowlers “Bruno” decided to give his right arm off spin a go,
which he had been practicing all off season in his back yard. This proved a huge success with two wickets in his next over and four for the
day, but that was the only highlight for the day as our batting looked like the black caps top order and we were all out 50 runs short. We
thought this was the last we would hear about this game but we were wrong, very wrong, we got a letter of complaint from the lions club
saying we were drinking and smoking, in a social grade, well I never heard of anything as obscure as that. My theory on that letter was that
we were having fun and they were not, so the green eyed monster “jealousy” got the better of them.
A few games later we had a home game against the other Ellerslie team in our grade, what a game this was. After we had them on the back
foot early on at 75/5 they posted a massive 455 (after 13 dropped catches this was due to it being a hot sunny day and our team, who was
very sun smart, trying to stick to the slip slop and slap and having too much sun block on our hands) We just couldn’t match the 455 but we
did have one shinning light from the depths of this defeat and that was the 97 by specialist ring in Raymond.
We then had a game against our arch rivals Howick Pakuranga CC. After putting us into bat we posted a defendable 239 thanks to a 63 by
smoking Joe. Then came the biggest outrage in 4B history, it was the first ball of their innings “Bruno” came in with his off spin it was a
surprise full toss the batsman (an Aussie) middled it, the ball had boundary written all over it until Murray who must have leapt a good 3 feet
into the air and pulled off a stunner, the batsman who had walked half way to the side line before the umpire stuck out his arm for a no ball,
above the waist!!! Needless to say we where spewing but we sucked it up and just like 1981 Black caps when they had a crap decision and
just like the ’81 Black caps we lost.
A few Games later we had a chance to even the score against Howick Pakuranga CC but this being the last game of 2009 we had trouble
getting numbers because a few of the players volunteered to help out with the holiday rush at the soup Kitchen. We did manage to pull
together 8 of the best players (with two having to leave after they batted, typical). But we posted a reasonable 227 thanks to half centuries
by ‘Nate bass’ and ‘Bruno’. Now with only 4 fielders a wicket keeper and a bowler we thought we were in for a hiding, but due to team work
and ‘Nate bass’s’ slow right arm bowling that hit the block hole as many times as Tony Veitch hit Kristin Dunne-Powell , we had a chance for
a win with them needing 14 runs off the last 12 balls and only one wicket in hand we had a sniff of a win, but that was only it, a sniff our luck
had ran out with 14 runs coming off the next 4 balls our hopes and dreams where crushed but we managed to gain more than a win we
gained huge respect from the Howick Pakuranga team.
2010 didn’t bring much change to the 2009 season with the slamming squad struggling to get numbers to games but what they lacked in
numbers they made up in pure cricketing talent. But this wasn’t evident till our last game against another Cornwall CC where we showed the
promise and talent we did in our first game. Our bowling attack was lethal with ‘Nate bass’ picking up a 5 wicket bag, should have been 6 but
due to heat stroke the ball was dropped in the slips, but it didn’t seem to matter to anyone else (but ’Nate bass’) because we managed to get
them all out for 134. This brought forward the opening partners of ‘Bruno’ and ‘Nate bass’ who piled on a 97 run opening partnership before
‘Bruno’ was caught on the boundary 4 runs short of his 50 but ‘Nate bass’ managed to get to his 50 before he was retired, this showed to
almost be our demise but our tail-enders dug in deep and we walked away with a one wicket win!
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Under 15 A
Kindly sponsored by YMCA Ellerslie
Coached by Nigel Adams
The team played a total of 13 matches through the course of 2009/2010 season. The golden summer of 2009/2010 meant that
we lost no more than 2 hours of play to rain in the whole of the season. Matches comprised a series of one day matches before
Christmas competing for the U15 A Minor Champions. In the later part of the season games were played over two days as part
of the U 15 Premier Grade 2 league where we finished a very credible third of 6 teams just behind Waitakere Cricket Club.
Although cricket is a team game the season was marked by a number of outstanding individual performances. These included
notably a 151 not out scored by Rakesh Patel with some beautiful stroke play against Waitakere. This was scored at our home
ground of One Tree Hill College which had one of the longer boundaries of the venues we played at. Two other memorable
batting displays came from Ronesh Jattan (118) and Dipesh Patel whose 109 was marked by some absolute brutal batting
towards the end of the innings. William Buckley was our most improved cricket and after initially struggling with his batting
was batting up the order with the highlight being his top score of 81 towards the tail end of the season against Waitakere.
Ronesh produced our best bowling display of the season with 6 wickets for 28 runs in 7 overs of great swing bowling. Dipesh
delivered two 5 wickets bags with his hostile pace bowling in two of our games. The medium pace of Joshua Adams, Aaron
Beckford and Vinay Patel backed up our bowling attack all getting among the wickets at times. Bhavya Patel with his left arm
bowling coming across the right handed batters caused them all sorts of problems at times and was often brought to in for a
spell to remove batters would had been in a while. Rakesh was our attacking leg spinner picking up 21 wickets across the
season, just four less than Dipesh. Toby Goodwin was ever reliable behind the stumps taking some very sharp catches behind
the wickets or wiping the bails off when standing up to our spin bowlers or on occasions our medium paced attack. Toby had
also number of very solid batting performances in the middle order averaging just over 30 runs per game. Liam Thomas and
Nikhil Narayan battled gamely through the first part of the season as part of the team. Daniel Ellis joined the team to plug a
few gaps in the field after we lost some players to other activities. His continued enthusiasm chasing balls across the field on
hot summer afternoons saved us a raft of runs.
Thanks must be extended to Cathy Beckford for the many hours concentrating over the score book, Alan Goodwin for helping
out with the umpiring at the risk of sore back and James Boyle for his coaching on Monday evenings. The improvement in the
cricketing skills of the boys over the years is now well beyond my ability to diagnose a fault with their technique and the input
of James was invaluable.
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Ellerslie Recreation Centre
46 Michaels Ave, Ellerslie
p: 579 4716
www.nzymca.com/ellerslie
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Under 15 B
Kindly sponsored by Janaka Hewapathirana
Coached by Greg Freeman
Under-15B Results.
Won: 6
Lost: 9
The Under-15B team 2009-10 had a mixed season. They played very well in some games, and folded too easily in others. Very
seldom did they gel in all areas at once: that is something to work on next season. If all the players played to their true
potential each week, it is fair to say they may have won their competition.
From a coach’s perspective, it was a very enjoyable season. The improvement in the boy’s technique and understanding of the
game was satisfying to observe. There were some wonderful individual highlights. What was more difficult to teach was
instilling confidence and a belief in themselves: again, that is something to work on in the future.
George Bonnici-Carter: Batting Ave: 33, Catches: 15. George was the natural leader of the team, had the respect of the other
players, lead by example, had a good understanding of the game, always willing to try new ideas and did not play favorites. His
batting technique was near flawless, his 94 runs not out against Suburbs New-Lynn was a wonderfully weighted innings. His
fielding was of a very high standard. George was a pleasure to coach.
Dean Schnell: Dean was initially a reluctant opening batsman, but developed into the role well becoming the 4th highest run
scorer. He drove well off the front foot, and was often George's wicket-taking surprise package with the ball. Dean took some
wonderful catches at point, 11 in total for the season.
Stephen Jameson: Bowling: 12 wickets. No one tried harder that Stephen. He worked very hard on all aspects of his game and
was at times an inspiration to his teammates. His all-round game is developing - particularly his bowling - all looks the goods
for the future.
Lepani Wotta: Batting: 303 runs. Ave: 27. Lepani was my special project: to turn Lepani from a slogging No.7 into a calmer
caresser of the ball. It half-worked! Lepani has much potential with bat, ball and fielding. I am looking forward to the day when
Lepani can block out an over!
Ovin Hewapathirana: Bowling: 24 wickets. Ovin was a great student of the game. He worked passionately on his bowling and
ended the season as our top bowler. He in-swung the ball profusely and was extremely accurate. He could bowl all day if need
be and was always looking for new ways to improve. I'll write about his batting and fielding next year!
Ranul Hewapathirana: Bowling: 23 wickets. Ranul was our 2nd highest wicket taker and troubled most batsmen who faced
him (even ring-in Premier players!) He bowled beautifully into the wind and was the 5th highest run scorer. Much improved.
Michael Anderson: Michael has all the makings of an opening batsman. He played straight, ran between wickets well and
seldom gave his wicket away. He loves his cricket and I hope to see Michael again next year.
Sam Towes: This is only Sam's second season and was the team's most improved player. His wicket keeping was tidy. His
batting improved immensely, top scoring in the last 2 games.
rd

Zac Alete-Freeman: Zac stated the season as a bowler, and finished as a batsman. He was the 3 highest scorer, with 2 good
knocks of 42 and 47 n.o. He worked very hard on his batting, and next year needs to work more on his bowling to become a
true all-rounder.
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Harrison Carroll: Harrison is a tall out-swing bowler, who bowled very well at times. He opened the bowling and genuinely
troubled most batsmen. He has a wonderful bowling action and a very good future prospect. I hope he plays again next year.
Jonty Clode: This was Jonty’s first season and was a pleasure to coach. He listened and learnt. He was one of the teams’ top
fielders. If his learning curve continues at the same rate next year, he will become a good player.
Lastly I would like to thank the support I received throughout the year, particularly from Russell Carter, Don Schnell, Phil
Anderson and Russell Carroll. Next year, the parents won’t be so lenient on the kids during the annual Parent v Kids game, so
be warned!
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Year 7
Kindly sponsored by Cricket Express
Coached by Rhys Taucher
Ellerslie Cricket Year 7 2009-10

Team
Awards

Club
Awards

Coach

Rhys Taucher

Team Members

Haanav Mehta
Himo Salgado
Anubhav Thapa
Divanka Doluweera
Swayam Desai
Joe Smith

Year 6 Player of the Year
Player’s Player
Coaches Award
Most Improved
Best Allrounder
Junior Player of the Year
Results

Anubhav Thapa
Xavier Taucher
Christian Woodbridge
Aston Avery
Divanka Douluweera
Anubhav Thapa
Played 16
Won 9
Lost 7

Matthew Wallace
Xavier Taucher
Zane Gupwell
Rahul Patel
Aston Avery
Rejo Britto
Christian Woodbridge

This has been another fine season for this fine bunch of cricketers!
Again this team was entered into the Premier division of the Auckland Cricket competition and they were well prepared for
tough games and started the season off with a great win against the highly favoured Grafton team.
Our team focus for the year was on doing the job that was required for each player in their own specific role, and the boys
quickly picked up the roles and requirements that they each had to fill. The batting was all about building partnerships and
working to establish a long and full innings in a long 40 over match. Our batting throughout the season was very strong right
down the order and our boys often chased down big targets, choosing early on to bowl first and put teams under pressure with
our strong opening bowling attack. Our team captain, Matthew Wallace did a nice job with the coin, winning the toss in all but
one of the pre-Christmas games. The fact that our two opening batters Anubhav and Haarnav managed to get 50 partnerships
regularly, set the team up nicely as we went about achieving our targets.
Despite some good wins the team finished just outside of the top 4, for our side of the draw, and we went into the Minor
Premier Championship. From here we played exceptionally well almost every week, and showed our strengths in all facets of
the game. The team moved through to the semi-finals with 4 wins in a row and proceeded to win the semi-final convincingly.
The final was against our old rivals University, sadly a day that did not reflect our true abilities. The boys, for the first time
cracked under good pressure from the opposition and we ended up with the runner-up title for the division.
All-in-all, this was a very, very successful season and one that boys will remember fondly. It was an outstanding season from an
extremely talented team. The boys have continued to work on the basics of cricket and have shown strengths in all areas of
the game, particularly pleasing to me has been the teamwork and team-spirit that has been shown by all of the members.
Once again, this has been the strength of the team and a dominant factor in some of the great wins that they have had this
season.
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Special congratulations to the special award winners for their efforts and successes and a very big thank you to the great group
of parents for their support. The parents of this team are simply outstanding and have filled roles every week without any
problems.... the scorebook has always been impeccable and the support fantastically positive.
And finally from me... Thanks to the boys! You are great! You are very talented and have great spirit... keep it up and keep on
getting better; you have been a joy to coach. Thanks.

Rhys Taucher
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Year U14/U15
Kindly sponsored by NRG
Coached by Neil Gray
Coach:

Neil Gray

Game Day Coach:

David Trounson

Manager:

Nicola Beuth

Team Members:

Adam Khan

Dinul Cooray

Jason Wilson

Nico Trounson

Thomas Beuth

Aditya Palle

Jason Wilson Salisbury

Rohan Sharma

Satya Mallela

Suvithan Suresh Kumar

Troy Davis

Conrad Benefield

Nick Williams
Club Awards:

Team Awards:

Results:

Junior Fielder

Thomas Beuth

Most Improved Junior of Year

Jason Wilson

Hat Trick

Adam Khan

Hat Trick & 5 wickets

Rohan Sharma

Player of the year

Jason Wilson

Players Player

Dinul Cooray

Coaches Award

Rohan Sharma

Most Improved Player

Troy Davis

Winner U14B One Day
Championship
U15B (pre Christmas)

Played 7
Won 3
Lost 4

U14B (post Christmas)

Played 8
Won 7
Lost 1

This was a good season from a talented team; the boys have continued to work on their cricket and have shown strengths in all
areas of the game, this season particularly showing an improvement in the consistency of their batting.
Teamwork and team-spirit were high and determination and commitment in the field has been the strength of the team and a
dominant factor in some of the comprehensive wins that they have had this season.
This year saw the majority of the team who played in Year 7 last year step up to play in the U15B One Day Championship, this
was a big step up and we were not too sure how we would go. However, our team showed immediately that they were
capable of holding their own in this grade and soon had a couple of wins under their belt.
After the Christmas break we experienced some issues with players being sick and injured, but we gained a couple of new
members who slotted in quickly, we also moved down into the U14B grade where we had a number of comprehensive wins –
in 3 games we beat the opposition by over 150 runs. We ended up co-winners of this grade which was fantastic after being
runners up last year in the 7A grade.
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We have a great batting order with solid and consistent performers, and it was sometimes difficult for the lower order
batsmen to get a turn – but that’s cricket.

Highlights in Batting:
Jason Wilson:

Total of 569 runs including 105 not out, and 3 games where he scored over 50 and was retired.

Dinul Cooray:

Total 408 runs including 56 against University in the Kohi Cup.

As always our bowling attack was also a force to be reckoned with, with 4 front-line bowlers ably supported by 4 accurate spin
bowlers, rarely did the opposition batsmen completely dominate at any stage.
Highlights in Bowling:
Adam Khan:

Our highest wicket taker, 19 wickets for the season including a hat trick vs. Papatoetoe.

Rohan Sharma: After a couple of years away from cricket Rohan soon settled and ended up with 16 wickets for the season
including the amazing 5 wickets for 5 runs off 4 overs vs. Howick Pakuranga.
A big thank you to Neil Gray who coached the team during the week – keep on working those boys hard Neil!
Also a special thank you to the core group of parents who assisted with umpiring, scoring and coaching on game days - without
this assistance fielding this team would not be possible.

Nicola Beuth
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Year 6
Kindly sponsored by Harris Road Pharmacy
Coached by Nathan Benefield
This cricket season has proved to be a very successful one indeed. The team’s skill and ability exceeded that of the other
teams in our grade, resulting in an undefeated season. We won our grade with ease, with the players demonstrating their
talent and motivation for success.
Sportsmanship was evident throughout the season as well as respect for the other teams in the grade. I am proud of the
team’s decorum and coaching them this season was thoroughly enjoyable.
Throughout the season the kids played with a tenacity to win every game with an average of punishing the opposition by a
hundred runs plus (once winning by 200 runs). The high record of wickets soon became uncountable. The team showed their
excitement of every win at the end of each game, expressing gratitude and respect towards the opposition with very loud
cheers. The team united in celebration with each of their wins. The team deserved to win their games because of the hard
trainings and dedication to the team. Despite their lack of enthusiasm to run up the steep hill beside the cricket nets, it was
enjoyable to watch them suffer. I’m sure the kids enjoyed the catching practice we did on numerous occasions where I fired
cricket balls at them left- right and centre. This intensive training evidently paid off with an undefeated season.
I would rate our team more of a fielding team more than a batting team, even though their batting skills were still astounding.
The team took most of their catches compared to the competition and as they say “catches win matches”.
Kevin led the team to victory by doing a very good job as captain, despite his occasion lateness. But as they say “the captain is
never late.” Khalil classed himself as the vice captain and took to his role with much dedication, as well as classing himself as
deputy coach and taught other players to bat and bowl as he does. Mitchell showed some extreme power with the big sixes he
hit. Lee demonstrated great talent in all areas of the game, scoring the only fifty in the season. Kaspa was the most consistent
player with his batting performance and is often not-out. Fahan showed some great talent and with lots of potential. Adash
was probably the most improved player for his first ever cricket season. Jared is a delightful member of the team showing
much enthusiasm and enjoyment of the game. He is always eager to learn more about cricket. William showed all round
talent with great results in all areas of the game. Arthur, the most focused player in the team, always had his head in the game
with full concentration. This displayed in the great results of his play. And Justin played every game with a give-all attitude,
showing improvement from his past seasons.
I would like to thank the boys for an enjoyable season. I enjoyed every aspect of coaching. They are a great bunch of boys
with full potential and I sincerely hope that they all will return for another season. I also will like to show gratitude towards the
parents who appeared at the games with much support and encouragement. Congratulation Ellerslie Harris Road Pharmacy yr
6, you had a superlative season.
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Year 5 Living Flame
Kindly sponsored by Living Flame
Coached by Shane Wilson
Another cricket season has come and gone. To be honest the season has been a blur, one minute you are watching the boys
struggle with pads and trying to run, next minute you are at the end of the season prize giving.
Our team this season was a mixture of the boys I had in year 4 and a couple that had not played cricket before.
A first taste of hard ball cricket was certainly an eye opener for a lot of the team, new equipment, new rules and a completely
different approach to the game.
Our season started with a 5 run loss but after that close game our results were by wider margins. The game with the other
Ellerslie Year 5 team always turns into a very close and exciting game and this year’s encounter was no exception. The Living
Flame team came out on top with a 30 run win but as usual this was a close and enjoyable game.
As the season progressed I could see the development of the players with their skill level and understanding of the game. The
boys started to put together a few good scores, players were retiring and our totals were becoming competitive. This was a
pleasing sign. Our fielding was always good and we started seeing better results.
The last three games of the season were a prime example. There was a win by 50 runs and then our last two games we lost by
just 1 run, so close but yet so far.
So a good season and there is definitely hope for next season when the boys will be playing against other clubs.
Finally I would like to thank the parents for bringing the boys to practice and supporting the team at every game.
Special mention to Kerry for scoring, Terry for umpiring and our Manager Lucy Meeks for all the emails much appreciated.
Without parent’s continuous help and support, I could not have done my job as a coach.
To the boys, a very big thank you for your attitude, dedication, skill and making this a very enjoyable cricket season.

Hope to see you all next season.
Shane Wilson
Coach
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Year 5 Scarbros
Kindly Sponsored by Scarborough Bros. Ltd
Coached by David Caird
This was my first year coaching a team playing with the traditional cricket hardball and all the protective gear to go with it.
This was cricket and the boys just loved it!
As in previous years, each player improved remarkably in batting and bowling from the start of the season. But the area I
found most pleasing was their development as cricket team. From a group of players that required the coach organise them
during games to a cricket team that set batting and bowling orders, organised themselves in the field. A team that supported
and encouraged each other.
Three players were identified to captain the team on a rotation basis from the start of the season, but it quickly became clear
the Liam Smyth had the enthusiasm, competitive instinct, players’ respect and cricket knowledge to lead the team as captain.
Liam led from the front by top scoring for the season, and being one of the top wicket and catch takers in the team. Liam was
awarded Player of the Year for his achievements.
Vincent Carroll was another team leader. When he was not captain, Liam and Vincent were working well together. Vincent
had some good scores with the bat and bowled well and I expect better performances and consistency from him in the future.
The most improved player for the season was Jacob Carroll. Jacob was our youngest player and this was his first season playing
club cricket. Jacob’s batting improved from being one of the lower scorers in the team to being one of the more consistent and
higher scorers in the team with the bat.
Our wicket-keeper, Milan Caird performed well behind the stumps and grew into the role during the season. Milan took a
fantastic reaction catch behind the stumps.
Ieaun Davies and Shivneel Singh played a supportive role in batting by holding up one end. Shivneel top scored in a couple of
games.
nd

Daniel McKenzie’s season took off after Xmas. Top scoring in a couple of games and was the 2 equal run scorer after Xmas.
Daniel loves being involved in sport and playing in a cricket team. Daniel was always enthusiastic and a real pleasure to coach,
awarding him the Coaches Award.
Hamish Sullivan was picked as the Players Player by his team mates. Hamish in his first season playing cricket had a few top
performances with the bat and was the highest wicket taker with the ball.
Jacob Keys, in his first season, has developed a solid bowling action. The season was a big learning experience for Jacob, and I
look forward to watching top performance from him in the future.

Every week there was plenty of support from the parents. The mums and a dad organised the scoring between themselves
and Russell umpired most games. Thanks for your support.

Cheers
David Caird
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Year 4 Rennells Jewellers
Kindly Sponsored by Rennells Jewellers
Coached by Ben Sinclair
This was a season of firsts and what a great season it was!
With a first time coach and many first time players it turned out to be the perfect combination for great times and amazing
experiences with both extreme ups and moderate downs.
We started the season looking good after Seth picking up an amazing catch off one of the first balls of the game. Unfortunately
we failed to win that game, although this was the beginning of something very special. I thought we should start off with the
lowest of low setting the world record lowest team total of 3 which we somehow failed to defend whilst we didn’t give up and
kept fighting until the last ball. This showed the true heart that this team had!
It was a tough season in the fact that we only won one match but it was the most important being the Ellerslie CC local derby
against ASB in which a lot mattered in the wagers made between both coaches and players alike. We set an imposing target
straight out of the gates by not getting out and playing smart cricket. This proved too big a challenge for ASB as we put on
some pin point accuracy in bowling backed up with world class fielding.
A few more highs that we have to note include Michael ripping the bowling to pieces smashing 28 runs off the last over of a
game to really take the sting out of the opposition. Connors amazing development in skills from a horrible chucker and wild
swinging batsmen to a classy line and length medium pacer who is the solid stroke player of the team. Dion’s dynamic threat to
the stumps, both as a bowler and world class wicket keeper, always keeping the batsmen in his place and constantly keeping
the team and coach on their toes. We cannot finish without noting the power house batting and express pace bowling of Ishan
striking fear into the hearts of opposition. Wei Kit’s outstanding skills in the field when he watched the game and bowling that
nobody could play. Kevin’s technical batting based on the likes of Sachin Tendulkar and finally the development of Seth from a
flat out destructive pace bowler to a wicket taking machine flighting up the ball bring his fielders into the game.
All up it was a great season which provided a lot of fun and learning for all involved. A massive thanks is due for the parents
that helped out greatly including Martins scoring skills, our faithful umpire Steve always in the middle and all of the sideline
support in the likes of Craig, Shashi and Ian that made my role as coach an absolute pleasure and a lot of fun. I hope that the
boys will return next season to continue to build on their skills on the way to many more glorious days of cricket in the years to
come.
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Year 4 ASB
Kindly sponsored by ASB
Coached by Kasun Dahanayake

This year I had a great bunch of kids; there were few new comers for the team. Year 2009/2010 we didn’t win any games
unfortunately but it was great to see, how the kids improving their skills. Also I must say coming to last few weeks our fielding
had being our best performance of the season. All the kids were concentrating, for that age to stay on the field for so long it’s
not easy but they did it so well. All my kids were awesome but I need to point out a few performances, Cole Perera took his
first ever hat-trick and Amit Patel he was the best constant player of the team. As we all know however cricket is a team game
so the most pleasing aspect of the season was to see our boy’s figure this out along the way and regardless of their individual
abilities realize that their efforts in the field counted for something towards the team result. Special thanks to all of the extra
helpers throughout the season with the scoring and umpiring duties and for Andy Tibbitts for managing the team. Hope you
are all back for another great season. Have a great winter and see you for the hard ball season later in the year

Kasun
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Year 3 Pharlap
Coached by Shaun Beuth
Pharlap had a great season with a few of the boys enjoying their first taste of cricket. They were committed, enjoyed every
game and of course eagerly looked forward to the Player of the Day Award.
Whilst the boys were committed on the field, we also had a very committed team of supporting parents who not only turned
up each and every week, but always volunteered to score and umpire – which really made for a great team/family experience.
Like every team, each boy bought special talents;
Jeenevan Logeswaran – new to cricket, started the season off as the quiet player but with a wiliness to learn, and certainly a
dedication to taking new skills home to practice. By the end of the season Jeenevan had come a very long way – his batting
and bowling skills significantly improved and he was more than happy to give the coach some words of wisdom.
Joseph Wilkinson - Always reliable and always available (including a game directly from his “death bed”). Josephs batting and
running really developed over the year – often stretching the others batters abilities to keep up with him. A constant smile on
his face and a quiet achiever.
Sam McManus – new to cricket - definitely the team spokesman, many times having in-depth discussions with the umpire and
opposition coach on the field – naturally a great caller (and sensible) whilst batting. Sam worked very hard on his bowling and
as the season progressed became more and more reliable and consistent. Sam deserved his Most Improved award – and
matured in character and commitment greatly.
Monte Carlo Maynard - When Monte hit a ball it went – he has huge strength and accuracy. When Monte bowled a ball it
went – consistently fast and accurate – many times just too good a ball that just missed everything! When Monte fielded for a
run out it went – he got the most run outs for the team from close range and wide out. Monte was always hugely enthusiastic,
a great asset to the team and a good all-rounder.
Connor Pilchard – The "baby" of our team, Connor was also strong with the bat, ball and fielding and he proved to one and all
that age and size has nothing to do with ability – he was the teams high scorer with the bat and lethal with the ball in bowling
and the field. A real live wire who moved around the field in support and backing up.
Sam Beuth – Sam and Monte fought for the Player of the Year award – Sam was very consistent in batting, bowling and in the
field – on par with the batting and bowling achievements but made the difference in the field with his catching abilities. Sam
really loved his cricket and like the other boys improved over the year in maturity and understanding of the game.
Stefan Caird – Stefan continued to improve over the season, his bowling improved no end and his battling skills and certainly
running between the wicket abilities improved greatly. Not the biggest hitter of the ball, but he was skillful at placing the ball
in between the fielders for the singles.
George Miller – Another great improver – his batting became very consistent and like Stefan was a great placer of the ball off
the bat – his greatest improvement though was his bowling – George became incredibly accurate – always took on the
feedback from coaches and in one game almost took 2 hat-tricks.
Prize giving this season was especially difficult – the “top of the table” based on the stats was incredibly close, coming down to
efforts in the last game. Decisions had to be made and the awards went to;
Player of the Year – Sam Beuth
Players Player – Connor Pilchard
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Coaches Award – Monte-Carlo Maynard
Most Improved – Sam McManus
Our team enjoyed the season, they were a pleasure to coach and manage, the parents great in their support and efforts and it
was great to see every boy improve. The team dynamics, enjoyment and fellow support was a credit to them. We were a
young team, playing the Cornwell teams that were typically a year older and year more experienced – so hopefully with every
boy returning next season we will make each game much more challenging.
Shaun / Julie
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Year 3 Bonecrusher
Coached by Michael D’Souza
We had four first season players, one who had played Nursery last year, the rest were with the club for at least three seasons.
This season was a hug learning curve for the new comers to the team, and quite a large adjustment for those moving from
nursery grade to Saturday morning cricket. Needless to say, this move came with its challenges – in particular playing Cornwall
teams every week. Throughout the season our players gave it their best. Although only winning one of our games, they were
well disciplined on and off the field and improved in their performance remarkably as the season progressed.
The season highlights were many, Sol scoring just under 200 runs and taking 19 wickets, second season player Ashley Redshaw
scoring over 150 runs, Aidan Desouza scoring 125 runs and Matthew Waghorn taking 15 wickets and scoring close to 100 runs.
James’s efforts paid off showing a spectacular improvement in his bowling taking 4 wickets in the last three games of the
season, as well as adding to his batting strokes. Saevan, Akash and Mittul playing cricket for the very first time, improved a lot
over the season, Akash improved the most over the season scoring a total of over 100 runs and taking 6 wickets. We had five
players chucking the ball, at the start of the season, well, there were none doing it by the close of the season.
The magical three figure score for the team eluded us but we got close to that on a few occasions. Usually our innings were
strengthened by individual performances, but if all players were to play at a similar level consistently, the team would be very
competitive. This was shown in the game that we did win, which was by far our most complete team performance. Sol came
close to getting a hat trick on two occasions, getting two wickets on consecutive balls and then, three wickets in an over.
I truly appreciate and thanks must go to Chris Waghorn who assisted me at every training session and conducted the training,
as well as, the team for a game when I was away. Thanks to Nanu Patel who assisted in the training on Tuesdays and
Thursdays. Thanks to Geemol, Chris and Maggie for helping out in the scoring, special thanks to the Andrea and Greg Redshaw
for scoring and umpiring on a number of occasions. Also, thanks to all the parents that came to support the team on Saturdays
and me at training on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Lastly, the boys improved in their game a lot and gave it their all. I hope to see
them all back next season.
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U12 Girls
Kindly Sponsored by Rachael Cocker Physiotherapy and Pilates
Coached by Neil Gray and Nik Fong
This year with a team that consisted of girls being introduced to the game of cricket, it was bound to be challenging season.
Although the girls were inexperienced it was enjoyable to teach them the basics of the game despite lack of concentration at
times (probably due to the sugar consumption after school). The girls were very enthusiastic and were willing to learn which
was great to see and hope for a continuance in the sport.
Our season started not so great and lost every single game in the season. It didn’t help when one girl had to pull out of the
team as well as biased oppositions. Many of our losses were very close games and got closer throughout the season. This was a
positive as the girls were learning from each match and applying their new knowledge to the next game. Star performances
came from each player and were rewarded for their efforts which helped give confidence and something to strive for in each
game.
Every single player showed extreme skills and improvement within the season. Great prospects are seen in these players and
hopefully they can carry with the club. I would like to thank all the parents who came to support the team and help with
scoring. I really appreciate it and hope to see you and your child next season.

Thanks Nik
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Nursery Grade
The club continues to undertake the ‘Milo’ programme to help develop the children to a level where they can play the game of
cricket.
The weather overall was incredible allowing us to go ahead every night with only the odd evening where the wind made it hard
work.
The utilization of players from the senior team on a Friday is a fantastic way of coaching skills into the children, which will serve
them well into their cricket playing days. Thank you to, Ryan Wall, Kailesh Patel, Guru Sohki, Nathan Benefield, Jared Taylor
and Mark Venville.
It is amazing to see the growth in the children as the season progresses and the parents can take pride in the results achieved
by their children, not to mention pride in the behaviour and sportsmanship they display. A strong competitive spirit and
increased skill level was displayed as the season progressed, to such an extent that some of the straight drives and quality of
the balls bowled would make any Black Cap proud. Well done to the boys and girls in Mills, Bond, Taylor, Ryder and Vettori for
an enjoyable season.
Thank you to all the parents that helped each night leading the teams around, assisting keeping the batting side occupied. I
would like to personally thank David Caird for helping on the BBQ every night. Without your support we could not run the
fantastic programme that we run each week.
Congratulations to the respective year end prize-winners. As I stated it is a hard job selecting the respective recipients,
especially for Most Improved, as every child in the grade improved outstandingly throughout the season.
Finally good luck to all the players going up to year 3, we look forward to seeing you next season

Mark Benefield
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Senior Prizegiving Individual Awards
2009/10

Senior 1day Grades

Most Catches
Most Wickets
Best Bowling Average
Most Runs
Best Batting Average
Most Ducks
Most Improved
Best Wicketkeeper
Mr Cricket

David Balme (10)
Imran Syed (33)
Natasha Pereira (12)
Amber Battock
Amber Battock
Aidan Lomas 5B
Matthew Johnson
Victoria Lind
Imran Syed

Senior 2day Grades

Most Catches
Most Wickets
Best Bowling Average
Most Runs
Best Batting Average
Most Ducks
Most Improved
Best Wicketkeeper
Mr Cricket

Stephen Venville (14)
Bruce Gibb (44)
Matt Newman (16.2)
Neil Bisman (523)
Neil Bisman (32.7)
Marc Carmody and Jacinth Gutla
Stephen Venville
Marc Carmody
Bruce Gibb

Club Awards

Most Promising Woman
Youth POY
Most Improved Senior A
Sports Quiz Champs
Sportsmanship
Club Person of the Year
Most 6's
Highest Score
Team Trophy
Most Promising Fast Bowler
Player of the Year
Williams Award for Club Spirit

Amber Battock
Adam Flathaug
Kasun Dhanayake
The Prems
Almane Faraman
Brynley Goodger
Khalid Shah
Victoria Lind
Premier Women
Matt Newman
Victoria Lind
Presidents
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Junior Prizegiving Individual Awards
2009/10
Award
McIntosh Trophy (most improved junior)
Kumho Tyres Trophy (most consistent junior)
Nursery POY
Year 3 POY
Year 4 POY
Year 5 POY
Year 6 POY
Most Promising 1st Year

Name
Rahul Patel
Liam Smyth
Dinesh Kharel
Sol Alete Freeman
Amit Patel
Seth Gupwell
Khalil Thomas
Joseph Wilkinson

Best Morning Fielder
Best Morning Batsman
Best Morning Bowler
Best Morning All-rounder
Best Wicketkeeper
Junior Club Personality
Form 1 POY (Y7)
Form 2 POY (Y8)
Beauty Spot Trophy
Junior Player of the Year
Most Catches
Most Consistent
Best Wicketkeeper
Best Fielder
Best Batsman
Best Bowler
Most Improved
U15 POY
Best and Fairest
Mr Cricket
Coach of the Year
6 a side winners

Arthur Mandisdoza
Khalil Thomas
Kevin Hewapathirana
Brandon Pais
Lee Juno
Owen Mandisodza
Anubhav Thapa
Jason Wilson
Meleane Vi
Anubhav Thapa
George Bonnici- Carter
Divanga Doluweera
Toby Goodwin
Thomas Beuth
Rakesh Patel
Ovin Hewapathirana
Jason Wilson
Dipesh Patel
Autumn Roper
Rakesh Patel
Rhys Taucher
Dipesh Patel
Jason Wilson
George Carter
Abraham Taucher
Thomas Beuth
Khalil Thomas
Vincent Carroll
Kevin Hewapathirana
Rohan Sharma
Adam Kahn
Adam Flathaug
Rakesh Patel
Joshua Anthony
Ronash Jattan (U17B)
Conrad Benefield (U17 A)
Adam Kahn (U15 A)
Anubhav Thapa (U15 B)

Hat Trick

Central Players
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Junior Prizegiving Team Awards
2009/10
Team

POY

Players Player

Coaches Award

Most Improved

Y3 Pharlap

Sam Beuth

Connor Pilcher

Monte Carlo Maynard

Sam McManus

Y3 Bonecrusher

Sol Alete Freeman

Matthew Waghorn

Ashley Redshaw

Akash Areeckal

Y4 ASB

Amit Patel

Cole Perera

Sidhant Makkad

Blake Tibbitts

Y4 Rennells Jewellers

Michael Manickum Pulley

Dion Price

Seth Nicholson

Connor Hayes

Y5 Scarbrough Brothers

Liam Smyth

Hamish Sullivan

Jacob Carroll

Daniel McKenzie

Y5 Living Flame

Seth Gupwell

Allan McBride

Taine Wilson

Adarsh Areeckal

Y6 Harris Road Pharmacy

Khalil Thomas

Kevin Hewapathirana

Lee Juno

Adarsh Kumar

Y7 Cricket Express

Anubhav Thapa

Xavier Taucher

Christian Woodbridge

Aston Avery

U12 Girls
Rachael C P & P

Meleane Vi

Eilish Quinn

Sydney Garner

Millie Smith

U14'S NRG

Jason Wilson

Dinul Cooray

Rohan Sharma

Troy Davis

U15's YMCA

Dipesh Patel

Rakesh Patel

Bhavya Patel

Will Blankley

U15'S
Janaka Hewapathirana

George Bonnici- Carter

Kevin Hewapathirana

Sam Towes

Sam Towes

Senior Prizegiving Team Awards
2009/10

Team

POY

Players Player

MVP

Twenty/20 Golden
Ducks
1D7A

Hayden Wadams

Tommy Shaw

Steven Dowsett

Fraser Morris

Justin Fonseca

Vishal Prasad

1D6

Matt Donaghy

Dale Lipshitz

Matt Donaghy

1D5B

David Balme

Adam Schofield

Matthew Johnson

1D4B Slammin Squad

Thomas Moon

Jordan Lynch

Joe Ganner

1D4B Team Active

Usman Ahmed

Nerum Bonesetter

Nerum Bonesetter

1D3B

Kane Lindsay

Jared Hards

Jacob Reader

1D3A

Christiaan Van Niekerk

Gary Singh

Presidents

Nalin Ariyawansa

David Woolford

Amardeep Singh
Dhanoa
Andy Webber

Senior C2

Ian Black

Tony Bartlett

Nik Fong

Senior C

Neil Bisman

Sanjeev Karan

Andrew Scott/Neil Gray

Senior A

Kailesh Patel

Matt Wall

Matt Newman

Women's 1st Grade

Teuwi Marurai

Susan McKegg

Amber Battock

Women's Premier

Roz McNeill

Elfriede Komp

Uni/Ell Prem Reserve

Brad Cates (Uni)

Tim Dineen (Uni)

(Best and Fairest)
Lauren Down
Tim Dineen (Uni)

Uni/Ell Prems

Dean Bartlett

Konrad Kurta

Matt Selby (Uni)

Hundreds Scored
Name

Score

Opposition

Date

Avi Singh

102*

Birkenhead

21-Nov-2009

Dipesh Patel

109*

Papatoetoe

29-Nov-2009

Sonu

105

Ellerslie Slammin Squad

29-Nov-2009

Jared Hards

130

East Coast Bays

19-Dec-2009

Elfriede Komp

107

South East

16-Jan-2010

Neil Bisman

127

Takapuna

23-Jan-2010

Ronash Jattan

116*

Howick Pak

30-Jan-2010

Neil Bisman

119

Papatoetoe

6-Feb-2010

Victoria Lind

167*

South East

20-Feb-2010

Liz Stephens

123*

Mangere

20-Feb-2010
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Jared Hards

113*

Eden Roskill

20-Feb-2010

Raj

100

Greenlane

27-Feb-2010

David Balme

119

University

27-Feb-2010

Konrad Kurta

101

Takapuna

3-Mar-2010

Rakesh Patel

151*

Waitakere

13-Mar-2010

Ragz

131

Hibiscus Coast

20-Mar-2010

Jason Wilson

105*

Suburbs New Lynn

28-Mar-2010

6 Wicket Bags
Name

Wickets

Opposition

Date

Ryan Wall

6-48

Takapuna

7-Nov-2009

Ronash Jattan

6-28

Eden Roskill

7-Nov-2009

Nik Fong

7-54

Birkenhead

14-Nov-2009

Vimesh

7-37

Cornwall

29-Nov-2009

Kailesh Patel

6-41

University

5-Dec-2009

Neil Gray

6-78

University

11-Dec-2009

Bruce Gibb

6-26

Waitakere

16-Jan-2010

Nerum Bonesetter

6-8

Howick Pak

16-Jan-2010

Amardeep Singh Dhanoa

7-35

Takapuna

16-Jan-2010

Natasha Pereira

6-32

Grafton

6-Feb-2010

Bruce Gibb

7-74

Takapuna

13-Feb-2010

Dean Bartlett

6-57

Cornwall

20-Feb-2010

Emma Dacre

6 -26

Mangere

20-Feb-2010

Matt Donaghy

6- 46

Waitakere

20-Feb-2010

Neil Gray

6-89

Sri Lanka

27-Mar-2010
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Our Sponsors
Ellerslie Cricket Club would like to thank the following sponsors for their
support

Ellerslie Recreation Centre
46 Michaels Ave, Ellerslie
p: 579 4716
www.nzymca.com/ellerslie

Rachael Cocker
Physiotherapy and Pilates
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Funding Organisations
Ellerslie Cricket would like to thank the funding organisations for their support

